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NEW THIS YEAR

100% digital

Roundtables

Unprecedented virtual
meeting experience

Facilitated discussions on various
research topics - 95 total sign-ups

commercialization

Completely free
Utilized resources readily available
resulted in free admission

Totally paperless

New track focused on development
of new technologies

Digital platform allowed
PSCR to forego printer use

Getting
public safety
ideas and innovations
closer to
productization

The commercialization track helped contextualize,
prepare, and connect funded-researchers and their
results with follow-on opportunities

what
is this?

attendee breakdown

1,041

132%

increase

total

sign-ups

from 2019!

new attendees

640

of PSCR 2020
participants
were new were new
participants

Private sector
federal government
public safety
state & local gov’t 16%
academia 10.6%
other 2.9%
media 1.8%

affiliation
breakdown
Please note: attendees could
select multiple a˜iliations.
Percentages do not add up to 100

25%
22.3%
21.4%

0%

25%

Sessions & Demos

60

82
ON-DEMAND

TECH

SESSIONS

DEMOS

1,962
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Average
Satisfaction

rating

SESSION

for
all

SIGN-UPS

sessions

Research tracks
UI/UX

13

LBS

9

Security

5

Demos

6

Sessions

11

1

Commercialization

19

MCV

25
8

15

Analytics

5

12

Resilient Systems

4

9
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Social Media
284

83

9,902

TOTAL

ACTIVE

AVERAGE

views

USERS

TWEETS

PER TWEET

TWITTER TRIVIA recap
POLL
QUESTIONS

10
TOTAL
TWEETS

49
CORRECT POLL
RESPONSES

63%
TOTAL
RESPONSES

588
AVG. RESPONSE
PER POLL

58.8
link
CLICKS

49
46

NEW FOLLOWERS on
˜NISTPublicSafeT

Question with the

Question with the most

correct responses:

highest response:
“What is the estimated
number of calls made
to 9-1-1 each year?”

“In 2012, Congress legislated
the need for a public safety
broadband network. What does
it provide for public safety?”

answer:

answer:

The answer is reliable
communications!

An estimated 240M calls are made
to 9-1-1 in the U.S. annually!

WORDS ASSOCIATED

WITH PSCR 2020

Technology
Inspiring

Informative

Interesting

Innovative

Unique

Engaging

Survey Results

Different

Stimulating

Stakeholder satisfaction
what did you like most about PSCR 2020?
Overall
organization and
portal design

Ease of access and
use, ease of getting
to more areas of
interest
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OVERALL
STAKEHOLDER
Satisfaction

Flexibility of
on-demand
sessions

Just having the
event virtually

attendee preferences
in person meeting

Vs.

Digital experience

networking

On-demand sessions

tech demos

Getting help

Q&A with researchers

attendee quotes

“I like that although remote, the
live sessions were just as
engaging as they would have been
in person. And had they been in
person, I likely would not have
been able to travel to attend.”
“There should be more
roundtable discussions or
discussion times… and
that’s an open forum where
everyone can talk.”
“A real bonus from an
international perspective was the
removal of the need for early
morning participation.”

“The thing I have missed most
about not being able to attend in
person has been the personal
contact and networking that has
taken place at previous PSCR
Stakeholder meetings…”
“The beauty of the virtual
conference and the free format is
that now you can start to reach out
to those little agencies that would
never be able to travel.”
“Easier to access information
and attend multiple sessions that
would have normally been
simultaneous. Don’t have to pick
and choose per time slot.”

looking to the future

HYBRID
As we plan future engagements, PSCR is
considering ways to incorporate the best
elements from in-person and digital events

Until then, Watch for the public 2020 portal
coming soon, to live indefinitely on PSCR.gov

share
with a
friend!

